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A.T.S. KILLED IN ACTION

Private Nora Caveney, aged 18, of Walsden, near Rochdale,
is the first A.T.S. in A.A. Command to have died at a gun site

as a result of enemy action.

She was killed by a bomb splinter as she stood at a predictor

on a south coast gun site during a raid. She was actually following
an enemy plane and was "on target" when she collapsed.

Another A.A. girl, Pte. Gladys Keel, who was on duty as a

spotter, took Pte. Caveney's place at the predictor and continued to

follow the raider. The guns were able to continue firing without

a moment ’s delay. Other A.T.S. on the predictor kept on with their

jobs working with drill-like precision throughout the rest of the raid

which lasted nearly an hour.

Pte. Caveney left her job in a silk factory last December to

join the A.T.S. and volunteered for A.A. duties. After completing
her training, she joined one of the first mixed batteries to take

over front line gun sites on the south coast.

It was in the early hours of April 17 that alarm bells on the

site sounded and Pte. Caveney and other A.T.S. jumped out of bed,
grabbed tin hats and gas kit and ran to action stations.

A few minutes later they were in the thick cf their first

engagement with the enemy. Then, as the guns, guided by the predictor

girls, fired the second salvo, a bomb was heard falling. It landed

some distance from the Command Post and the crash of its landing merged
with the noise of the guns. Flying splinters struck the sandbags topping
the concrete wall of the predictor pit in which the girls were grouped

around the instruments.

Pte. Caveney was picked up by the Battery’s C.O. He carried her

from the predictor pit to a more sheltered place. A stretcher party was

called and the girl was taken back to camp. The guns were still firing.

The Battery’s second-in-command said, "Every man and girl in the

battery is out for revenge. The girls discipline under fire is most

praiseworthy. The drill for the replacement of a casualty was carried

out as perfectly as if it had been a demonstration. Seasoned soldiers

could not have behaved better."
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